running shoes

SHOW
WHAT SELLS
Market-leading Onsite-Search, Navigation and Merchandising
Technology in Ecommerce.

From Customer
Journey to Customer
Satisfaction
Emotion and ecommerce go hand in hand. When search, navigation
and merchandising work together perfectly the result is a seamless
and personalised shopping experience that inspires shop visitors
and generates maximum profit for online shop operators.
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You Have the Visitors.
We Make Them Buy.
Ecommerce is a very dynamic business. Unpredictable

And if your company is expanding into new markets,

market developments, rapidly changing customer re-

you can add sales channels in new countries with just

quirements, new sales channels and devices. In this

a few clicks.

environment there is only one strategy that promises
long-term success: continuous innovation with flexible and self-learning technology inside your shop.
Simple search and navigation tools will quickly reach
their natural limits. By the time they have been implemented and adjusted to suit the individual shop environment, the requirements already have changed.
With Europe’s market-leading conversion engine,

FACT-Finder has been present in the market for more
than 14 years – almost as long as online shopping has
existed. More than 1,500 online shops benefit from this
experience. In addition to this, we provide comprehensive services, innovative technologies and an in-house
research department. Online, offline, omnichannel:
whatever your ecommerce strategy is – FACT-Finder is
the right fit.

FACT-Finder, you are on the safe (and future-proof)
side right from the start. Because FACT-Finder is an
easy to integrate solution and still flexible and scalable
to grow with your demands. If the conditions change,
FACT-Finder simply changes as well. Quickly, reliably
and without complication. You act, rather than react.
You set trends, instead of running along behind them.

+33% online revenue | mydays.de
+40% first-time buyers retention | ausilium.com
+119% mobile revenue (from 1.02% CR to 2.24% CR) | as-garten.com
+170% on-site-search triggered revenue | hobbycraft.co.uk

Increased customer satisfaction. Increased conversion. Increased revenue.
FACT-Finder ensures your goals become reality.
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Market-leading
technology

Patented
algorithm

Scalable
solution

15 years of
ecommerce
experience

Individual
consultation and
product training

In-house data
quality
competence

1500 online
stores,
26 languages

Ecommerce
optimisation
support

Interfaces to the
established shop
systems

Hosting model
with multiple
safeguards

German
engineered
solution

Quick ROI

Ecommerce Manager

CEO
Our online shop should generate the

In our shop I want to sell the exact products that

maximum ROI and be the best in the field.

our customers want and offer them an excellent
purchasing experience. At the same time, I need
control elements that maximise our success and
permit targeted merchandising.

The Right Solution
for Every
Requirement
Online Marketing, C-Level, IT, ecommerce department and your shop vistors:
each ecommerce participant has different standards and requirements.
FACT-Finder takes care of each and every one. FACT-Finder improves search
results and increases the conversion in all digital sales channels.

CEO

Head of Ecommerce

FACT-Finder’s solution has achieved exactly what
we wanted – to keep us in our customers‘ minds
and drive sales all year round.
Christian Omander, Owner Coolstuff

Thanks to intuitive shop navigation with dynamic filters and an accurate, inter-category
search function, our customers find the right
articles easily and in the shortest of time.
Shira Reineking, Head of the Campaigns and Website
ecommerce Department
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Marketing Manager

IT Manager
New shop components must be integrated

We need comprehensive merchandising,

quickly and easily. The running performance

SEM, and SEO measurement and analysis

has to be satisfactory, with low service and

tools, in order to continually optimise our

maintenance costs.

shop.

Head of IT
We are pleased that we were able to overcome an immense technological challenge
thanks to FACT-Finder.
Ulrich Seibel, Team Leader of Shop Systems

Head of Marketing

The dynamic Suggest functionality of FACT-Finder
has enabled us to improve the usability of the shop
search and significantly increase the CTR.
Tobias Klötzer, Online Marketing Manager
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Virtual
Categories
Product Data
Normalisation

Search
Engine

Data
Driven
Ranking
Campaign
Manager
Suggest

Product
Tagging

Attribute
Generation

Data Optimisation

Semantic
Enhancer
AdwordTracking

Onsite Search

Shop
Navigation

Analytics

Recommendation
Engine

Faceted
Navigation

Management &
Analytics

Faceted
Search

Behaviour
Tracking

Merchandising
Management
Interface

Business
Rules

Personalisation

Product
Comparison

Recommendation
Engine

Campaign
Manager

Everything that makes online shops better. The services provided by FACT-Finder incorporate a wide range of
control and optimisation tools for ecommerce.
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1,500 Online Shops
Trust Us
FACT-Finder is more than just an on-site search. The market-leading ecommerce engine provides 1,500 satisfied
shops with a wide range of tools for maximum sales success. Whatever your customers view and experience within
the digital sales channels, FACT-Finder displays the right information at the right moment. This guides the visitor
more quickly to the desired product and increases the conversion rate.

Patented error-tolerant search algorithm
FACT-Finder finds the right product in your catalogue and delivers it in every digital sales
channel. With just a few letters typed, your online shop’s suggest function detects which items
match the search query best.

Shopping experiences that inspire your customers
Set up your own navigation structures. Show products based on availability, margin or popularity. You define your own business rules and FACT-Finder follows, reflecting these objectives
in how products are merchandised. Use the easiest way to manage the customer journey and
guide visitor from site entry to the right products.

Personalised merchandising campaigns that rock
With the FACT-Finder merchandising tools, you create attractive brand pages and marketing
campaigns. This encourages customers to browse and increase time-on-site and can be a vital
leverage for your SEA campaigns. Guide visitors from Google to the right products.

Everything under control
It has never been simpler to analyse and optimise. FACT-Finder offers valuable customer
insights into trends and customer behaviour, whenever you need them. Analyse time periods
from a single day, for the current week, or for any month.

Build your omnichannel strategy

ROPO

Research online, purchase offline. Click-and-collect and mobile strategies for highstreet retailers are built on outstanding product data and local availibilty. FACT-Finder combines multiple
data sources in one stream and is the basis for your ROPO strategy.
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Built for Success
Even the most ingenious sales strategies are of little use if not implemented
promptly. Before you decide in favour of the first ecommerce technology that
comes along, you should be clear of one thing: you will only have long-term
success if you go for the best. Quite simply because it brings the greatest benefit to you and your customers. Not just sometimes, but every time.
And at astonishingly low effort.

Self-learning and controllable ranking
The first thing that shop visitors see is the most frequently purchased.
As such, FACT-Finder learns from visitor behaviour and ranks the most
popular items higher in the search results. Additionally, you can push
products according to your ecommerce goals, such as margin or
availability and set your own ranking rules.

Relevant filters
Filters are valuable in narrowing the product hits, e.g. according to
brand, size or colour. Every category has its own relevant filters.
The relevance and sequence of the filter criteria can be individually
configured. Newly listed products with corresponding attributes
automatically receive the suitable filters.
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Error-tolerant search
58% of all purchases start with a search. The patented FACT®
algorithm delivers relevant product suggestions despite spelling
mistakes, typos or complex search queries. The result: larger basket
sizes and higher conversions.

Intelligent suggestions
Trigger the right purchase impulses: by showing suitable suggestions,
FACT-Finder directs online customers quickly to the right items. In the
suggest box, you can also add social content like blog posts, videos or
local store opening times.

Personalised search results
Purchase history, abandoned shopping carts, clicks on certain
search results: the personalisation module develops a customer
profile based on user behaviour. Your customers receive product
results personalised to their preferences. With every visitor the
self-learning search becomes even better.
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The Secret of Your
Mobile Growth
According to Digital Marketing Magazine, 46% of

bile channels that can interpret auto-corrected words

UK consumers use their mobile devices as their pri-

back to their original and right meaning (e.g. Asics vs.

mary tool in purchase decision-making. Customers

Aside or Jean Paul Gaultier vs. Jean Paul faulted).

shop with their mobile and gather information about
products and prices. Experience shows that well-informed consumers are more likely to buy and spend
more money.
Mobile commerce today is driven by fast loading sites,
a simple-to-use search bar and easy-to-click filters to
refine the search. Auto-corrected brand names on iOS
and Android devices cause huge problems in product

And thanks to local availability connected with your
product data it is particularly easy to drive mobile
shoppers to your local stores.
FACT-Finder is the best-in-class technology for your
mobile channels. After integrating FACT-Finder, AS
Garten’s shop more than doubled its mobile revenue
and CR (119% uplift).

findability. This is why FACT-Finder offers special mo-

The smaller the display, the
more important the relevance
of the search results.

Dynamic filters quickly limit
the shop’s products to the
most relevant articles.
Products with a higher
purchase probability automatically appear on the top.
With access to local data, FACTFinder can automatically display
the prices of the selected store.
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Effectively Manage
and React
FACT-Finder is a highly effective tool and also one of

lytics. The data is the basis for your conversion team

the most flexible search, navigation and merchan-

to detect new trends and gaps in your product range.

dising solutions on the market. In order to guarantee

And optimise the customer experience based on in-

optimal usability, the user interface has been com-

formation on their shopping behaviour, leading to a

pletely re-designed (with version 7.0). Thanks to the

higher conversion.

new responsive design, the user interface automatically adjusts easily to tablets. At the same time, if you
require a better overview, the navigation bar can be
hidden.

With the integrated search and filter options, you can
call up any FACT-Finder setting at lightning speed and
within a few seconds you are right there, where you
can make any changes.

You can control all functions and workflows efficiently
and intuitively directly from the FACT-Finder Management Interface. Furthermore, you can analyse customer behaviour and insights with FACT-Finder Ana-
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The More You Do for Your Data,
Everything that people see and experience in your dig-

Tags are especially beneficial within big product lines:

ital sales channels is generated with product data. The

new products are assigned to the relevant tags with

quality of this data is therefore increasingly crucial in

predefined rules.

determining success or failure in ecommerce.

Virtual categories. Choosing from a wide variety of

Standardised information available at each point along

products and at the same time quickly finding what

the customer journey creates a positive shopping

you are looking for – this is the shopping experience

experience, which clearly sets you apart from the

customers expect today. With virtual categories, ecom-

competition.

merce managers can bundle their products and adjust

Comparable attributes. FACT-Finder automatically
extracts purchase relevant attributes from titles,
product descriptions and other text information.
Additionally, the stored product data is matched and

their offer to current marketing requirements. The
categories are made up of products with fixed features
(product attributes) or of items with freely defined
tags.

compared with industry and product group specific

Normalisation. Product data can be used as a filter

attributes.

only if it is available in comparable formats and units

Tagging. Tags enable linking certain articles to thematic search terms. It also enables you to find products with technical names more easily and intuitively.

of measurement. Consistently normalised product
data improves the comparability of your products
and supports customers in making quick purchasing
decisions.

Product data comes in different formats and in different source systems. Depending on your enrichment and normalisation, FACT-Finder automatically shows your data in the optimal quality and in the right channels.
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Perfect product data in your systems and in every channel
ensures that each customer can buy what they want to buy immediately and wherever they are.

The More Your Data Does for You
Ecommerce managers are increasingly discovering the

¡¡ Address,

purchase

history,

payment

record:

huge revenue potential that lies dormant in their cus-

FACT-Finder supplies all business units with a cor-

tomer data. Identify your customers and analyse their

rect and complete picture of the customer, regard-

shopping behaviour to minimise risks and to accel-

less of the source system used to make the first

erate internal processes – from ordering and delivery

contact.

to marketing campaigns and customer service.

¡¡ Validation functions at each customer touchpoint

¡¡ By displaying highly relevant offers, the effective-

ensure that no duplicates are created and that only

ness of cross- and up-selling campaigns increases.

correct customer data is entered into the system.

Business intelligence benefits as well, as precise

Consolidated customer master data is automatical-

observations about target groups can be made by

ly stored in a central data repository.

means of standardised information.
¡¡ Clean customer master data accelerates ordering
¡¡ New or existing customer, loyal or occasional buyer: if a new user visits your shop, you immediately

and delivery processes. At the same time, they result in a higher level of source system acceptance.

know their preferences and what they are most
likely to buy.
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Inspire to Buy
Ignite emotions – this is the formula for success which

Whether it’s search engine marketing, brand or theme

enables online shops to draw customers’ attention

pages, special offers or in-depth purchase recommen-

and boost conversion. After all, before customers buy,

dations – with the innovative merchandising functions

they want to be inspired, wooed, amazed.

from FACT-Finder you inspire your customers to buy in

A study conducted by the ECC at the Cologne Institute
for Commercial Research shows that the customised
and emotional presentation of products represents
genuine added value for more than half of shop
visitors. Merchandising campaigns give a full range of
possibilities to stimulate visitors’ emotions and thereby
increase sales.

the right place and at the right time. This means that
you not only increase the time customers spend in
your shop, but often also increase the value of their
shopping cart.

NEW
Personalisation
Customised offers based on click
and purchasing patterns of shop
visitors: the personalisation module
from FACT-Finder helps you to sell
more, by promoting products to
customers based on their previous
search and buying behaviour.

NEW
Recommendation Engine 2.0
The fully integrated Recommendation Engine analyses
frequently occurring relations between product and category.
As a result, recommendations for additional purchases are
displayed automatically at lightning speed. Also for products
that are rarely searched for as well as newly listed products.
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Customer Excellence
Turn Know-How into Success
What could be better than FACT-Finder? A perfectly

1,500 shops in Europe trust FACT-Finder- this number

configured FACT-Finder. In order to exploit the full

speaks for itself. We are industry experts when it

conversion potential of your online shop, you require

comes to shop search and we are glad to provide

in-depth application expertise alongside high-perfor-

you with specific recommendations for sustainable

mance search and navigation functions. Our ecom-

revenue increase.

merce experts will assist you in fulfilling all technical
criteria by optimally adjusting FACT-Finder to your
strategic objectives. Here, one thing usually becomes
quickly evident: FACT-Finder offers much more than
what the majority of shop operators currently use.
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In our extensive training, you will learn how to take full
advantage of Europe’s leading conversion engine. And
with the help of best practice examples, you learn how
to make your online shop even more efficient.

FACT-Finder Consulting
FACT-Finder user training
In our training we provide you with professional knowledge regarding the FACT-Finder
technology. We show you how to get the most out of your conversion engine. To this end, a
qualified trainer will visit you at your company premises for training to take place.
¡¡ Full-day coaching with a qualified trainer
¡¡ An individual training programme, compiled in consultation with you
¡¡ Valuable tips to sustainably increase the revenue of your online shop

FACT-Finder managed services
Our experts invest at least 8 hours each month in the adjustment of your FACT-Finder installation. We conduct a trend analysis in order to achieve a shop set-up that is perfectly tailored to
your target market. You conclude a Managed Service contract according to your wish, either on
an open-ended or a fixed-term basis.
¡¡ Based on best practices, we give you tips to increase your conversion rate significantly
¡¡ Trend analysis relevant to your target market and a back-end configuration developed on
the basis of this analysis
¡¡ Monthly fine-tuning of your FACT-Finder installation

FACT-Finder workshop
Within the 1 to 3-day FACT-Finder workshops, an ecommerce expert carefully examines your
online sales platform. Based on the status quo, the expert then works with you to create specific
recommendations to increase the performance of your shop. This service is also available in the
form of a complete ecommerce strategy upon request.
¡¡ 1 to 3-day workshop with a qualified ecommerce expert
¡¡ Tool-independent consultation with a view to increasing your conversion rate
¡¡ Evaluation with specific recommendations

FACT-Finder review
The FACT-Finder Review reveals the hidden potential of your online shop. Our ecommerce
expert analyses your web shop on the basis of all criteria that contribute to increasing the conversion rate. Here the primary focus is placed on the search function although we always adopt
a holistic approach when conducting the analysis.
¡¡ Intensive assessment of your online shop
¡¡ Qualitative classification and neutral evaluation of the results
¡¡ Specific consultation to meet your business objectives

Support that Speaks
Your Language
With FACT-Finder you get market-leading ecom-

However, even though we are equipped to deal with

merce technology and of course first-class support.

all eventualities, the best support service is always

An invaluable advantage – especially when it comes

the one you never need. By means of various SaaS

to the consisted availability and seamless operation

services, we ensure that the high availability of your

of your shop functions.

shop is guaranteed. The current server availability is

In order to guarantee a smooth communication
flow at all times, our support team is directly inte-

at 99.98% – yet nonetheless we continually strive to
improve this value.

grated into the headquarter structure. This means

SaaS services provide you with planning security. Up-

that a highly skilled team of experts deals with your

dates, monitoring, regular backups: our FACT-Finder

issues - not an external call centre. You will speak

teams are responsible for the stability of your shop

with multilingual in-house experts, with an appre-

functions. And the experiences of all of our cus-

ciation for even the most challenging issues. Our

tomers contribute to the continuous improvement

team of experts is able to solve your problems in the

of our service.

quickest way possible.

Server

Locations

Fast Time to Market
Fast Time to Revenue
Through close contact with ecommerce agencies and

Software Development Kits (SDKs) for major shop sys-

high-performance integration partners, we offer our

tems. The interfaces are continually developed and

customers far more than pure functionality. We create

improved.

custom built solutions based on cutting edge technology – and according to the individual requirements
of your online shop.

From consultation to implementation and the aftersales service – our FACT-Finder Operating Team is
by your side throughout each phase of the project.

FACT-Finder was implemented as the search and navi-

With experience acquired from more than 1,500 shop

gation solution in a wide variety of shops from bespoke

installations worldwide.

platforms to widely used platforms such as hybris, IBM
WebSphere Commerce, Magento and many more.
With this experience you benefit from fast integration
with clear and predictable costs. FACT-Finder offers

FACT-Finder can be integrated in all shop systems. Ready-made SDKs are available for:

Find more FACT-Finder partners at
www.fact-finder.com/partners

Certified
Gold Partner
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Fashion & Jewellery

50% More Search-Generated Sales
For almost 150 years, the name CHRIST has been synonymous with the fascination for exclusive jewellery and
sophisticated timepieces. Products from their own collection are supplemented with models from renowned
international brands – in the online shop and in more than 200 stores across Germany.
The transition from an open source search solution to FACT-Finder brought the company a huge increase in
conversion. 50% more products have been sold via the search function alone.
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DIY

Click and Collect Strategy at its Best
OBI is represented in 13 European countries with over 580 stores. The company’s digital strategy aims to direct
customers who research online to the local stores. FACT-Finder displays locally available products, helps OBI
customers with the targeted online search and offers extensive DIY content.
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Consumer Electronics

Perfectly Connected Omnichannel Sales
Electronics chain Conrad presents its product range both in a printed catalogue and in 25 branches across 6 countries. In the online shop you can also view customer recommendations, check the availability of products, reserve
goods or be inspired by product videos. Conrad services such as their technical consultation hotline are available
via all channels.
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Mass Merchant

Offers in Your Vicinity,
Updated on a Daily Basis
Within the scope of a digital relaunch, retail giant Real merged the online presence of its stationary stores with the
online shop. In spite of a large product range encompassing several thousand items, the customer can easily find
his way. For example, clicking on the “store offers” category takes you directly to a product selection from stores in
the area.
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B2B

The Best out of 60,000 Products
With an annual turnover of about EUR 4 billion, more than one million customers and 60,000 products, METRO
Cash&Carry is one of the largest wholesale companies worldwide. With the help of FACT-Finder, the retail giant
implemented an ambitious B2B strategy that merged its online shop, stores and Drive&Pick-up locations to create
a unique shopping scenario.
An extensive product range such as this requires a high-performance product search function. The error-tolerant
FACT-Finder technology perfectly complies with the wishes of the professional METRO clientele.
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The World is at Your Feet
Whether you sell nationally or internationally, whether

FACT-Finder is already used in 24 languages and

you operate one or multiple shops – the decision to

27 countries. Still, an increasing number of shop

opt for FACT-Finder is always a decision in favour of

operators recognise the wide range of possibilities

maximum flexibility. Thanks to its language-inde-

that no other product can offer. You can do it too, just

pendent core technology, it is possible to set up any

try it out.

number of shops in various countries and languages.
Search, Suggest, Faceted Navigation and Shop Navigation – i.e. all key functionalities of the online shop –
remain in play, without any adjustments or any drop
in quality.
A fast set up is crucial in a world where speed is
everything. Local configurations, like country-specific
merchandising campaigns or regional trends, can
be integrated into new country channels, simply and
without extensive advance planning.

FACT-Finder grows with every project it carries out.
National, international. And always without any notable cost.
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www.fact-finder.com

